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14.8.’07 
Enlightenment, a side-effect of serious selfless Vipassana practicing 

 
Originally this essay was written in response to a question of the editors of a 

newsletter to their readers that I received by accident. It appeared once more that many people 
have difficulties with serious answers, as I never got an answer back nor was it published in 
the newsletter. It’s like when you meet an acquaintance or even friend and you’re asked ‘how 
are you’. You’re not supposed to answer sincerely – which I never understood in the past. 
Only very few manage to not get uncomfortable if you do so. In this case it would have been 
nice to just freely and cosily philosophize about the subject. Original experience is 
‘dangerous’, it spoils the bodiless party of dreaming minds. 
 
 
 
 

Some years ago during the first retreat that I guided I was asked the question as to 
whether enlightenment takes place at once or gradually. The question – like questions in 
general – can and could only come from a (from Body-Life) separate (and life-observing) 
mind but, anyway, I let it go through me seriously for a short while – as I have no standard-
answers – before I felt like saying: both. Gradually and Suddenly. Gradually in the sense that 
(the Realization of) It is Part of a Natural Development of a human being in the course of his 
or her lifetime, if It is not blocked from Happening (which is usually the case). But even if 
one follows Life’s Natural rhythm – that means: every Level of Human Development (or 
Plane of Consciousness) one has been Whole-Heartedly and ‘even’ Whole-Bodily 
Surrendered into – even if, thus, one becomes Ready for It, It happens Suddenly. And It can 
Happen more than once Suddenly. The actual Falling into a Deeper or Wider state of 
Consciousness is a Quantum-leap. It doesn’t know time. Still, in this world of Space-Time 
one can or might feel It Coming. Looking back I could feel It Coming. At the period just 
before the Dualities exploded in ‘me’, I was not so much busy with enlightenment but taken 
by the Force of Consciousness. I remember I made some notes like “Where is this going to? 
Who can still follow me, understand even a bit of ‘where’ I am?” It was about 3 weeks later 
during a 16-day Vipassana-retreat that the explosion Relieved ‘something here’ of – as it 
seemed that moment – any (illusion of) ‘I’, any Duality thus, that Nature was experienced as 
Nature Itself, not any more as someone or something looking at nature. 

If you’re still interested, I’ll tell you what happened. As some might know, in 
Vipassana-meditation you follow as (and in the right but rare case in Energetic Life 
Embedded) observer all ‘forms’ that come in ‘your’ awareness, whether physical sensations, 
feelings, sensory perceptions or thoughts. Basically however all forms can be brought back to 
a simple Duality: nice and unpleasant, or, if you allow more sensitivity, as in my case: bliss 
and pain. More and more in the course of the meditation days the whole human drama 
narrowed into (or became obvious, as being) the duality of pain and bliss (or hate and love – 
or resistant, stuck or flowing free radiating energy). All ‘I’ did was follow the alternation 
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between one side and the other, pain, bliss, pain, bliss. And by not resisting the Natural 
Duality of Life (or the swing of the coin instead of (secretly) choosing one side of it) – which 
not-choosing is very rare, I understood later – it appeared that this alternating went on quicker 
and quicker, by itself, by Nature, without anyone doing anything or it should have been 
Consciousness Itself. Pain, bliss, pain, bliss, pain… ‘I’, or Consciousness, was totally 
absorbed in it, pain and bliss were totally absorbed by Consciousness – even unbearable pain 
was just unbearable pain – and it all seemed to come to some kind of boiling point, or 
explosion or orgasm (which, by the way, is also related to the releasing of the inherent tension 
of the duality of Life, of Man and Woman). 

And indeed at a certain moment the alternating between the two Poles of Life went so 
quickly that they touched and they couldn’t be distinguished from each other anymore and at 
that same timeless moment the whole ‘show’ exploded – (Duality) into one. Everything was 
extremely as it was. Green was extremely green. The landscape was so very landscape. The 
brooklet was never more brooklet. Beauty was gone. There was just intensity, Life itself – far 
Beyond beauty or whatever judgment. Pain and bliss had become one. Since then I’m literally 
always in pain and always in bliss, there is no preference at all any more – although at any 
moment they can still be (easily) recognized as either one or the other. After the explosion 
there’s no way back (to preference, to the Lie of choice). 

After a while however, about one day later, ‘I’ started to feel more and more restless 
again. At the same time I did not feel restless, because Consciousness was still meditating all 
that passed by, Looking at and following what went on. I called it ‘chaos’ and ‘war’ what I 
felt ‘in’ or around ‘me’. Once I noticed clearly the (in the end even Impersonal) resistance to 
‘go into’ or (totally) allow (‘my’ helplessness in respect to the appearance and even more and 
more worsening of) the chaos, it disappeared – and the previous state returned. But again, at 
first subtly, then more obvious, the war took over, and again it disappeared when totally 
allowed and observed, when I didn’t separate from it. Thus a new Duality started intensely to 
alternate sides: war and peace – or chaos and rest (or order). Following now these opposites 
the same thing happened eventually. An orgasmic explosion – as there was no ‘I’, no person 
blocking it, preventing It from happening. The state of Peace beyond peace and war that I was 
‘in’ or even being Now was ‘Deeper’ than before, than after the first explosion. Nothing any 
more… When after some time (…) a thought became recognizable it was something like “So 
this is Enlightenment…” Nothing. This is all. Nothing about it, all people’s fuss for nothing. 
Nothing special. Everything is just (as it is). Nothing to be desired (any more or in any way), 
nothing to be changed, not in ‘me’, not in the world. 

Next day however, at the same retreat, I felt Enlightenment leaving me, subtly but still 
noticeably. Like a conditioning from a past I immediately started to wonder what I was doing 
wrong and for what reason it didn’t stay. Did I cramp my body? Was I not attentive, 
Conscious enough? It was quite and even very painful, I remember, to, after Enlightenment, 
have to go back into the (I-)cramp. Till finally, after a struggle, and not before noticing that 
there is in fact no I doing anything wrong, even nothing at all, the fight ceased and 
Enlightenment came back. Happy. Contented that I could stop resisting the apparent 
resistance to Enlightenment, it came back again though, the clouding, veiling of 
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Enlightenment, It couldn’t be experienced any more. The fight about this second leaving of 
Enlightenment was even bigger and more painful than the first time. And only after a huge 
struggle wherein the last remnants of ‘I’ fought with all their might for survival was there at 
last a total giving up, complete Surrender. I failed. I failed completely. Enlightenment had 
been there and I could do absolutely nothing to prevent it from leaving again. Now the fight 
had totally Stopped. What happened was that Clearly Seeing the hopelessness of the entire 
enterprise of I’s attempt to have any influence, to make any difference, on Enlightenment 
staying or going, destroyed all interest in Enlightenment (‘having’ or even Being It or not), in 
any side of the Duality. Enlightenment as form (separate from the Formless) stopped existing. 

Since this was So, All was just So, this Conscious I-less Body started spontaneously 
and even immediately to meditate other people ‘after’ I had sat for a few seconds with folded 
arms as in the past at school when I had finished all the sums, when also the last extra 
arithmetic books were done by me and I was waiting for the miss to tell me what to do next – 
again a miss, older this time and Buddhist, was sitting in front of me. ‘I’ saw immediately that 
there is no end to this, to this meditation of people’s pain or karma or even the world’s – and 
as long as not everybody is Free, here there is no one or nothing to be Free either. So I went 
on meditating, but not as (the lie as) self any more but as (Bodily Living Heart-)Meditation 
Itself. 

At that moment only one thing was almost but not totally Clear yet. The words 
literally appeared before ‘me’, appeared in Consciousness: “Energy is Consciousness”. I knew 
immediately that this is so. But also I felt there was something lacking in this seeing. It was 
that I hadn’t yet totally Lived the Fact of this Final Truth, not Whole-Heartedly, that is, here 
on earth: Whole-Bodily. For that to Happen a Woman(-form) was needed as in the Duality 
Woman represents Energy and Man Consciousness. This Process of Man and Woman 
Meeting is even much more Profound and basic (and is ‘preparation’ for Wholistic, Whole-
Hearted Whole-Bodily (that is: Real) Enlightenment) than the processes normally associated 
with Enlightenment: I’m talking about the Whole-Hearted, Whole-Bodily Surrender into the 
Other Sex. There is much too much however to tell now, here. I’ve written a rather 
voluminous book on Man and Woman in which all or at least the most important aspects of 
Man and Woman’s fight (or love, if you wish) are dealt with. For now, let’s just say that it 
took still 2 1/2 years of which 2 very hard years with the woman before the in itself 
permanent state of Enlightenment (even Beyond Enlightenment and Non-Enlightenment) 
became Total, that is: Embedded in the earth, or was Born in and out of the Womb of 
Woman. After I had cried all her tears on the bottom of the sea, Divine Woman literally 
Appeared before me, Saw ‘me’, Recognized ‘me’, Recognized that I, Man, Her 
Consciousness, finally Saw, Whole-Bodily felt Her, Her deepest Pain, Her Darkness, Her 
Deep Pain, and found ‘me’ finally worthy to Go into and She did. She went in me – or in fact: 
Back into Her Source, Man – and never left me any more, at least not Fundamentally, as Man 
is Always Present here, even in the deepest misery. How would I be able to leave Myself? 
‘We’ (or I) were One, Reunited. The (not-Ultimateness of the) Duality of Man and Woman 
(or the apparent difference between Consciousness and Energy) was Gone through, Lived, 
finally. The delusion of the world presenting us always Two had been Overcome. 
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Although answers are not bound to questions, let’s go back to the question. Gradually 

or Suddenly… 
Suddenly, but only Suddenly if one has already been Surrendered into every (and thus 

doesn’t resist any) area nor Level of Life; if one is always continuously not only truth-loving 
but actually truth-living. If one would associate a steady (‘steady’ in respect to silent, humble, 
continuous selfless dedication to (and in fact already as) Truth), wild, always truthful life, free 
of any norms, never surrendering to any Lie – a life that sets the bedding in which the sudden 
explosion must occur – with gradation, with gradual development ‘to’ (the Realization of 
Being Itself, of) That Which is Beyond Enlightenment, I’m all right with that (too). Anyway it 
must be clear that It cannot happen to anyone, at any moment, spontaneously. This is total 
nonsense. Without any judgment, but just as a matter of fact, if you live a normal medium 
safe life, spiritual or not, trying, hoping for the best, if you’re not ‘extremely’ in Love with (or 
even as) Truth Already Beyond yourself, you don’t have to worry: Enlightenment won’t 
bother you. 

From the beginning the ‘gradual’ Process goes on without ego. That means any Real 
‘Growth’, or Dying into the Realization of no-self, necessarily Happens only and already, 
actually, at a moment where there is no Ego (preventing this). Any sudden ‘Jump’ or ‘Fall’ or 
Quantum-leap or Explosion or Orgasm in Consciousness Happens already in and as Truth, not 
as ‘you’. As ‘you’ nothing, absolutely nothing can Happen. There’s no gradual development 
at all for (a) ‘you’, nor sudden ‘Jumps’. A ‘you’ or ‘self’ or (from Bodily Life) separate mind 
can never Understand anything about Enlightenment, only question. And to think, presume or 
hope (or question) that well-known people like Byron Katie or Eckhart Tolle are Enlightened 
and that – understanding what they say – it, then, can happen to all of us in principle. Only the 
Egoless Itself – or Consciousness Itself Surrendered Already in the pain of the earth – can See 
that although these people (and many Satsang-giving people) surely realized something they 
are not Enlightened, or at least far from fully, Whole-Heartedly and surely from Whole-
Bodily, which latter is the Deepest and most painful and resistant part of the whole inherently 
Wholistic Process, which is the part spiritual people have no idea about, no clue, with which 
they are not in Touch. Whole-Bodily Enlightenment is only Possible by Being in Conscious 
Whole-Bodily Relationship with people, surely with (a) partner(s) of the Other Sex – not by, 
possibly, Realizing things about the Body. 

There are different Levels or Spheres of Life (or Consciousness) on and in which 
(parts of) enlightenment takes place, or: the Relief of the burden of (inherently Reality 
clouding) Duality, or better: of the Unconscious aspects in Duality. Indian Masters have so far 
never been fully Enlightened, but their ‘Relief’ happens mostly on 4th or 5th Level of Life (in a 
scheme of 7 Levels, in which the 7th is no Level anymore, but is already Wholistic, Beyond 
any Duality, from the beginning). In the West, most Satsang-giving people – often associated 
with a spiritual path called Advaita Vedanta – are dwelling (or have realized ‘something’) in 
the 6th Level, that of Consciousness, which in itself does not at all mean that all other 5 Levels 
are Clear. In the True case a realizer must have Seen and Whole-Heartedly Felt ‘hell’. 
Without hell no heaven, and without (this) Duality no (Ultimate) Oneness. 
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Practically, always honestly and humbly feeling one’s pain of one’s separation – even 
though in the end it’s not one’s personal pain – Does the whole Work – gradually and, 
suddenly, Suddenly. The Egoless Feeling of the pain of the Ego. The speeding up of the 
alternating of the poles of Duality (into a climax) can only Happen without Ego, that is: 
without any resistance to but being wholly Surrendered into Pain (as one, inescapable, side of 
Life) – or in fact and ultimately ‘resistance’ is also just part of the Selfless, it’s not yours and 
needs to be Seen just like other contents of Consciousness. 

Somehow, and not without reason, the (inherently temporary) ‘spiritual’ puffing up of 
the one side of the coin into whatever spiritual ‘goodie’, is (much) more popular. In Truth 
there are, ultimately, no spiritual tricks (or practices) to hurry Enlightenment up (or whatever 
is on one’s shopping list), not even Consciousness (or meditation). In my case, by the way, 
(the drive for) meditation appeared spontaneously (when other stuff was dealt with) and was 
not ‘done’ to reach any goal. 

Anyway, True Enlightenment is not at all the state of paradise which still many people 
stubbornly mistake it for – supported in their unconsciousness by teachers and masters. In 
fact, you’ll feel more Pain than you could have ever imagined existing. Your own pain will 
have stopped and instead you will have everybody’s pain, the pain of the whole world. Only 
the truly humble (or crazy, from a normal perspective) can Allow this Truth to actually be 
Lived in and as the Body (here on earth, not (at all) dissociated). 

Enlightenment has no end. It is ever Deepening. The Deeper the Heart is Touched by 
the Pain of the earth or the Deeper the Light Sacrificed into the Dark, or Consciousness into 
Unconsciousness, the more it Deepens, the Deeper the Formless Manifests into the Form. But, 
true, there is a marker in the whole process (that could possibly manifest as several shock-
points): the realization of no-self, non existence of any self. From then on the Only-Existing 
Process seems totally Different. It appears Always Already to have Happened Selflessly. 
There is Only Process Itself, no one, Only One, One Functioning as Two. 


